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In addition to the physical hazards that can be found in
construction and general industry work, there are many
health hazards that workers should be aware of for their
own protection. Most workers have heard of asbestos but
may not understand why it should be a concern.
This topic will help describe where asbestos can be
commonly found, how workers may be exposed or
contaminated by asbestos, the dangers of it, and steps to
take to insure safety when asbestos is encountered.

OSHA Standard 1910.1001(a)(1) applies
to all occupational exposures to asbestos
in all industries… except construction
work, ship repairing, shipbuilding and
shipbreaking employments and related
employments.

Asbestos is a naturally occurring group of minerals used in commercial applications. (*6)
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Why is asbestos so dangerous?
According to OSHA, asbestos is known to cause cancer in
humans and can cause chronic lung disease and other
health hazards.
Workers may not know they are contaminated because
symptoms of these health hazards and even cancer may
take many years to develop following exposure to the
asbestos containing material.
Recognize and follow warning signs or barricaded areas.

Danger sign posted at worksite entrance. (*8)

OSHA Standard 1910.1001(e)(2) Regulated
areas shall be demarcated from the rest of the
workplace... [barricaded or marked].
Danger barricade tape placed to keep out other workers. (*7)
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➢ Asbestos can be found in many areas including:

1. Pipe insulation

3. Roofing tiles

2. Floor tiles

4. Boiler insulation
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➢ When asbestos is disturbed, it breaks down into tiny
fibers that can easily be inhaled into the lungs.
➢ Only workers who are specially trained and equipped
can install, remove, or disturb asbestos containing
materials.
➢ Proper protective equipment must be worn at all times,
depending on the type of activity performed.
In the photo below personnel properly perform asbestos removal wearing
personal protective equipment in sealed area and manually scraping asbestos
floor tile and asbestos mastic from a facility. (*10)

A volunteer cleanup effort reported at Detroit's
Michigan Central Depot may unwittingly have exposed
local high school students to asbestos. (*9) News article
online: http://bit.ly/1JcTzNm
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➢ Remember these important tips to avoid health hazards from asbestos:
• Asbestos is dangerous because when it is disturbed it breaks down into tiny fibers that can
easily be inhaled into the lungs.
• Asbestos is known to cause cancer and other chronic diseases.
• Never enter into a restricted asbestos area. Read and follow warning signs or barricades.
• Asbestos can be found in many areas such as siding, floor tiles, and insulation. If you aren’t sure
it contains asbestos do not disturb it!
• Only workers who are specially trained and equipped can install, remove, or disturb asbestos
containing materials.

Specially trained and equipped asbestos removal workers wearing proper equipment inside of barricaded area at this site. Notice the
other workers safely outside of barricaded area. (*11)
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COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMER
This material is the copyrighted property of Weeklysafety.com, LLC. Purchase of this material from Weeklysafety.com, LLC grants the owner the right to use this material for workplace safety
and education purposes only. Use of this material for any other purpose, particularly commercial use, is prohibited. This material, including the photos, may not be resold.
Weeklysafety.com, LLC does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed in these materials. Photos shown in this presentation may depict situations that are not in compliance with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) safety
requirements. These materials are meant for informational purposes only and it is not the intent of Weeklysafety.com, LLC to provide compliance-based training. The intent is more to
address hazard awareness in the construction and related industries, and to recognize the potential hazards present in many workplaces. These materials are intended to discuss Federal
Regulations only, as individual State requirements may be more stringent. Many states operate their own state OSHA and may have standards that are different from information presented
in this training. It is the responsibility of the employer and its employees to comply with all pertinent OSHA safety rules and regulations in the jurisdiction in which they work.
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(*1) Photo Credit – daryl_mitchell; Asbestos. https://www.flickr.com/photos/daryl_mitchell/2406196215/
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(*2) Photo Credit – Kat Kellner; Josh at work. Cropped to emphasize floor area, tile, and tools. https://www.flickr.com/photos/93033713@N00/1208390206/
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(*3) Photo Credit – Stefano Mortellaro; eternit. https://www.flickr.com/photos/fazen/493493052/
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(*4) Photo Credit – Peter Turvey; IMG_4045. https://www.flickr.com/photos/timothyhackworth/6599841563/
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(*5) Photo Credit – /\ \/\/ /\; Temple wall. https://www.flickr.com/photos/rainchurch/2848183789/
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(*6) Photo Credit – Asbestos Hunter; Downloadable Asbestos Awareness Minerals Image. https://www.flickr.com/photos/asbestos_pix/8468401913/
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(*7) Photo Credit – U.S. Department of Agriculture; 20120106-OC-AMW-0039. https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/7008303053/
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(*8) Photo Credit – frankieleon; you have been warned. https://www.flickr.com/photos/armydre2008/8343767782/
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(*9) Photo Credit – Friend_in_Detroit; illegal asbestos cleanup at michigan central station. https://www.flickr.com/photos/41647002@N08/8481373659/
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(*10) Photo Credit – NAVFAC; Asbestos Abatement. https://www.flickr.com/photos/navfac/8715085022/
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(*11) Photo Credit – U.S. Department of Agriculture; 20120106-OC-AMW-0054. https://www.flickr.com/photos/usdagov/7008304457/
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For more information on this weekly safety topic, other topics that are available and the full list of FAQs please visit
www.weeklysafety.com or email safety@weeklysafety.com.
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